course intro

Daniel Jackson
welcome to 6170 (aka 6.S183)

lecturer
› Daniel Jackson

TAs
› Eirik Bakke
› Biliana Kaneva
› Jet Sizhi Zhou

LAs (so far)
› Brandon Baker
› Sergio Benitez
› Stephanie Chang
› Katherine Fang
› Joshua Ma
administrivia

recitations
› assume for now we have recitations at 10, 11, 1, 2
› suppose we cancelled one: would you still have a conflict?

on stellar site
› complete registration survey by 6pm tonight
› read course general info and FAQ

FYI
› lecture slides will be posted online
› first recitation tomorrow
› first assignment out Monday
what you’ll learn

technologies
› Javascript, Python, HTML, CSS, JQuery, Flask, SQL, etc

software essentials
› encapsulation, decoupling
› separation of concerns
› semantic data modeling
› security & dependability issues

language essentials
› namespaces & scoping
› functional programming

attitude!
experiments this term

Khan-inspired nuggets
› 10-20 minute segments

freedom in assignments
› you invent the spec

use messy real platform
› but focus on big ideas